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Abstract
Multiple Object Tracking (MOT) detects the trajectories of multiple objects given an
input video, and it has become more and more popular in various research and industry
areas, such as cell tracking for biomedical research and human tracking in video surveil-
lance. We target at the general MOT problem regardless of the object appearance. The
appearance-free tripartite matching is proposed to avoid the irregular velocity problem
of traditional bipartite matching. The tripartite matching is formulated as maximizing
the likelihood of the state vectors constituted of the position and velocity of objects, and
a dynamic programming algorithm is employed to solve such maximum likelihood esti-
mate (MLE). To overcome the high computational cost induced by the vast search space
of dynamic programming, we decompose the space by the number of disappearing ob-
jects and propose a reduced-space approach by truncating the decomposition. Extensive
simulations have shown the superiority and efficiency of our proposed method. We also
applied our method to track the motion of natural killer cells around tumor cells in a
cancer research.
1 Introduction
Multiple Object Tracking (MOT) becomes more and more popular in numerous scien-
tific and industrious areas, such as human tracking in video surveillance or sport analysis
(Camplani et al., 2016), and cell tracking in cancer research or single-cell studies (Maška
et al., 2014). MOT aims to reconstruct the moving paths of multiple objects from a video,
which is constituted by a series of consecutive images, where the coordinates of objects
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are determined by extracting their features from the images, known as object detection.
Nowadays, this is a classical but still challenging problem. There are some ongoing public
challenges, e.g., Cell Tracking Challenge (http://celltrackingchallenge.net/), and Multiple
Human Tracking (https://motchallenge.net/), both of which provide some public datasets
and attract researchers to develop their methods and compete. Extensive research in mul-
tiple object tracking has resulted in versatile and powerful algorithms. We can group these
algorithms by numerous criteria, such as dividing into online methods and offline methods
by the processing mode, or categorizing into probabilistic approaches and deterministic ap-
proaches based on the output results. More details can be found in the survey paper by Luo
et al. (2014). Despite the huge variety of methods in the literature, most MOT algorithms
would share the following two stages,
• Detection stage: identify objects from each frame of the input video;
• Association stage: associate the objects by the detected appearance and the motion
predictions.
These two stages can be conducted in different manners.
1.1 Related Works
One popular manner is to intertwine these two stages, i.e., associating after detecting
the current frame and then detecting the next frame, again followed by associating. The
stochastic filter methods, in particular the Kalman filter (Reid, 1979), are the representative
approaches. In general, they use a series of measurements observed over time, containing
statistical noise and other inaccuracies, and produce estimates of unknown variables by
estimating the posterior distribution of the variables for each time frame. For the tracking
tasks, they treat the detections as the noisy measurement and assume the real states (such as
coordinates) of the objects are the unknown variable. Formally, the Kalman filter supposes
the unknown state st, and the noisy measurement ot satisfies
st+1 = Ast + w , w ∼ N(0, Q) (1)
ot = Gst + v , v ∼ N(0, R) , (2)
where A,G capture the relationship of state-to-state and state-to-measurement respectively,
and w, v are the Gaussian noise. The estimates of each state can be obtained by iteratively
conducting the prediction step, which predicts the next state based on the state transition
equation (1), and the updating step, which corrects the predictionwith the newmeasurement
by using (2). In MOT, each object has its own state and measurement, but we do not
know the correspondence between the states and measurements, so the association stage
needs to be performed to determine each state’s measurement, such as the feature matching
step in Li, Wang, Wang, and Li (2010). In a word, Kalman filters, and other similar filter
methods, perform the aforementioned two stages hybridly such that the association stage
helps to update the estimate and the prediction can guide new detections. With the rapid
development of computer vision, modern detection techniques ensure a good detection
quality. Hence, it is unnecessary to impose the Gaussian noises on the detections as in the
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stochastic filter methods, and neither the prediction step nor the updating step might be
required.
Another widely used manner is to perform the detection stage and the association stage
separately, detecting all frames at once and then associating the detected objects across
adjacent frames. In this case, some algorithms formulate the tracking task as an assignment
problem, such as bipartite graph matching (Padfield, Rittscher, & Roysam, 2011) and graph-
based global data association (Zhang, Li, & Nevatia, 2008), both of which can be solved
by a minimum-cost flow network. In the standard bipartite graph matching, as shown in
Figure 1a, two disjoint sets of graph nodes Li, Rj represent the existing observations and
new detections, respectively. The edges between nodes from two different sets have some
cost defined by particular distance metrics, such as Euclidean distance. If we send a unit of
flow over an edge, the corresponding cost would be incurred, and our goal is to send some
units of flow from source S to terminal T in such a way that the total cost is minimized.
The edges linking the left nodes to the right nodes would be selected, corresponding to the
matching between these two frames. To model objects moving into and out of the tracking
region, Padfield et al. (2011) introduced the appearing vertex A to allow some current object
Rj to be a newcomer, and the disappearing vertexD such that some object Li in the previous
frame to disappear.
S
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(b) Graph-based global association.
Figure 1: Two popular association approaches. (a) The bipartite graph matching adapted
from Padfield, Rittscher, and Roysam (2011), where the vertices labeled with L represent the
objects in the previous frame, and the vertices denoted byR on the right denote the objects on
the current frame. The appearing vertexA on the left allows objects in the current frame to be
a newcomer, and the disappearing vertexD on the right allows objects in the previous frame
to leave out. (b) The graph-based global association adapted from Zhang, Li, and Nevatia
(2008), illustrated by a toy example with 3 frames and 9 observations, where the vertices at
the same column mean that they are in the same frame. Each flow from source S to target T
represent the path of a particular object, such as the thick arrowed path S → O2 → O5 → T .
Zhang et al. (2008) formulates the minimum-cost flow network in a different way, whose
nodes represent all detections from all frames (actually the original paper used two nodes
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for each object, one for detection, another for the state, and use the link between these two
nodes to represent the measurement error, similar to (2)). It interprets each flow path as
a trajectory of a particular object, such as the thick path S → O2 → O5 → T in Figure 1b.
In contrast to the determined units of flow from source S in Figure 1a, which equals to the
total number of existing objects |L| + |R| in Padfield et al. (2011), here the number of flows
sent from S is also an optimization goal, which corresponds to the number of trajectories.
Practically, for each candidate units of flow, perform the minimum-cost flow algorithm and
obtain the optimal cost, and then pick the candidate whose optimal cost is lowest as the
solution, whose corresponding flows are the all estimated trajectories. It seems that two
utterly different formulations of minimum-cost flow network, Proposition 3 would show
that these two are equivalent given some conditions.
Ulman et al. (2017) summarized 21 participating algorithms in the Cell Tracking Chal-
lenge, and group the tracking methodology into different groups, in which there are 7
algorithms that uses the so-called distance-based nearest neighbor linking, which actually
is similar to the bipartite graph matching, and 6 algorithms involve the graph-based global
optimization, while other remaining 8 algorithms are divided into 6 other subgroups. In a
word, the distance-based bipartite matching and the graph-based global association are two
dominant association strategies, although there might be some small variants.
In addition to the above two manners, some algorithms would repeatedly perform these
two stages, i.e., employing the detection stage or the association stage multiple times using
different techniques (Ciaparrone et al., 2020). There are surely othermethods that fall outside
of these three manners and even do not involve these two stages due to countless different
applications, such as the detection-free tracking mentioned in Luo et al. (2014).
1.2 Motivations
The object appearance, such as color histogram, the histogram of oriented gradient
(HOG), and level-set formation, plays an essential role in both the detection stage and
the association stage. The appearance can help discriminate objects from the background in
the detection step and make it easier to distinguish different objects when associating dif-
ferent frames, such as representing different objects as different templates and then tracking
an object by searching its unique template in the future frames (Xiang, Alahi, & Savarese,
2015). For dynamic appearance, the contour evolution approaches, particularly the level set
methods, take advantage of the continuous evolution of appearance, which can easily handle
changes in topology (F. Yang, Mackey, Ianzini, Gallardo, & Sonka, 2005). With the recent
rapid development of deep learning, more and more algorithms have started exploiting the
representational power of Deep Neural Networks (DNN), which can learn rich represen-
tations and extract complex and abstract features from the video (Ciaparrone et al., 2020).
In addition to the appearance model, some MOT algorithms also model the motion of the
objects since objects are always assumed to move smoothly in the world and therefore in the
video.
However, in some tracking tasks, we cannot expect much information from the appear-
ance when all objects look similar, such as the roughly identical-sized round-shape Natural
Killer (NK) cells in Figure 2. The background of Figure 2, i.e., excludes the orange and blue
curves and the red rectangle box, is a frame from a cell video, where the NK cells are the
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brightest, roughly round, and can move freely, while the cancer cells are dimmer, flat and
still. The NK cells keep bumping into the cancer cell, and eventually, the cancer cell bursts.
The goal for this cell video is to track each NK cell along with the time frame. It is reasonable
and natural to assume that the shape and size of all objects are the same, and we need to
resort to the motionmodel. Without a specified appearance, we can investigate and quantify
the performance of the pure motion model for general objects by treating them as particles
if their sizes are similar and quite small compared to the whole tracking region.
We will adopt the second manner and concentrate on the association stage by assuming
the detection stage has been done. To the best of our understanding, the distance method
(not necessarily Euclidean distance) is one of the most popular methods, and actually, it is
not restricted to the distance between two consecutive frames as in Padfield et al. (2011) but
also can be the distance between two short tracklets, where a tracklet is a short track between
several frames (B. Yang, Huang, & Nevatia, 2011). However, the distance method only
involves two frames (or tracklets), and it would fail in some cross-path situations, as shown
in Proposition 5, we try to improve the accuracy of distance method with an acceptable
additional computational cost.
In general, the cells in cell tracking ismore crowded than other applications. For example,
Milan, Roth, and Schindler (2014) validate their multiple human tracking algorithms on the
visual surveillance videos PETS2010 (Maška et al., 2014), the number of pedestrians in
each frame can be less than 10. Although there is a scenario where up to 42 pedestrians
simultaneously, nearly all people walk on the same road and even in the same direction.
However, in our real cell video, there are always around 50 cells per frame and their directions
can be arbitrary instead of guiding their motions by some roads. The computational burden
of tripartite matching increases along the number of objects to be tracked, and we try to
reduce the computational cost without sacrificing much accuracy.
1.3 Organization
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we illustrate the tracking task with a
real cell video as an example, where the natural killer cells move freely around the cancer
cell, and show the superiority of our proposed method over the distance method with some
case studies. In Section 3, the probabilistic formulation of the tracking problem is given, and
the tripartite model is proposed after discussing the shortcomings of the distance method
for the bipartite model. The detailed dynamic programming with reduced search space
for solving the tripartite model is described in Section 4. Then Section 5 presents extensive
simulations to compare our proposed method with two popular methods, Padfield et al.
(2011)’s distance-basedbipartite graphmatching (for simplicity,wewill refer it as thedistance
method throughout the paper) and Zhang et al. (2008)’s graph-based global association.
Finally, we discuss some limitations of our approaches and share some interesting problems
for future work in Section 6.
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2 Real Cell Video
Figure 2 shows the matching results of the 30 frames by the distance method, denoted
by blue curves, and our proposed method, represented by orange curves. A curve is a path
of a cell, which can stay in the image during all 30 frames, or move outside at a particular
frame, or just enter into the image at another frame. Obviously, most paths by these two
methods coincide, but there are also some different results, such as one path lies in the region
bounded by the red rectangle box.
Figure 2: The background is set as one frame of the video, where the brightest small near-
circles are the cells to be tracked, and other dimmer irregular contours are the still cancer
cell. The orange curves represent the trajectories obtained from our proposedmethod, while
the blue curves denote the distance method’s paths.
Figure 3 zooms into such a region, and it displays two paths obtained from the distance
method (top panel) and our proposed method (bottom panel). Here we pick two cells,
represented by the green and red circle, respectively, with their associated subpaths. The
background corresponds to the last frame of the subpaths, i.e., the green (or red) circle
coincides with the real NK cell is the endpoint of its corresponding path, and then another
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end of the subpaths represents the starting point. By careful observation from the raw video,
we prefer to take the paths obtained from our proposed method, shown in Figure 3b, as
the true paths, where the green cell moves faster than the red cell and the green cell has
a clear direction while the red cell somewhat walks randomly. In contrast, the distance
method makes mistakes when the green cell passes by the red cell. It forces the green cell to
slow down suddenly and even be still but lets the red cell become directional and speed up
quickly, both of which are somewhat not realistic.
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(a) By distance method.
(b) By proposed method.
Figure 3: Two subpaths obtained from the distance method (top panel) and our proposed
method (bottom panel) in the red rectangle region of Figure 2.
Actually, there is another pair of different paths in the red rectangle box of Figure 2, and
shown in Figure 4. Again with careful observation, we prefer the paths in Figure 4b obtained
by our proposed method, where the green cell has a higher speed, and both cells change
their direction steadily. However, the distance method suddenly alters the directions when
matching the second and third frames, as shown in Figure 4a. There is a cross-path pattern,
where the green cell should move upward, and the red cell moves to the right, that the
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distance method would always fail, which forces the green cell to turn right from upward
suddenly and lets the red cell move upward immediately.
(a) By distance method. (b) By proposed method.
Figure 4: Similar to Figure 3 in the red rectangle region of Figure 2, but twodifferent subpaths
obtained from the distance method (top panel) and our proposed method (bottom panel).
3 Model
3.1 Matching Vector
Let Zk = (Zk1, Zk2, . . . , Zknk) be a vector of nk object state at frame k, each of which can
consist of the position, velocity, shape, and other characteristics of the images. Like the
stochastic filter methods, in particular the Kalman filter, we assume that Zk follows aMarkov
process,
Pr(Zk+1 | Zk, . . . , Z1) = Pr(Zk+1 | Zk) .
Remark 1. Unlike the probabilistic framework used in the stochastic filter methods, which treats the
observations as random and imposes (Gaussian) noise, we assume the object positions are accurate
enough, ensured by modern computer vision techniques. Another difference is that their probabilistic
framework usually results in online tracking methods, since they iteratively perform the updating step
and the predicting step, while the probabilistic method developed here is for off-line use.
It is obvious that each trajectory can be described as association/matching between every
two adjacent frames, although the estimation of matching is not necessarily only involved
such two frames. Formally, to match frame k with frame k + 1, where the number of objects
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are nk and nk+1. LetMk,k+1 be a nk-vector,
Mk,k+1[i] =
{
j if object i in frame k becomes object j in frame k + 1
−1 if object i leaves out from the visible region , (3)
where the i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , nk} is the index at frame k, and j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , nk+1} is the index at
frame k + 1, and indexes across different frames are independent.
Here is an alternative way to interpret the matching vectorMk,k+1. LetM be a nk × nk+1
binary matrix, whose entries are either 0 or 1. IfM[i, j] = 1, then object i in frame k moves
to object j in frame k + 1. Since each object at most connects to one object, i.e.,
nk+1∑
j=1
M[i, j] ≤ 1 ∀i = 1, . . . , nk ,
and similarly for the object in the k + 1 frame,
nk∑
i=1
M[i, j] ≤ 1 ∀j = 1, . . . , nk+1 .
There are one-to-one correspondence betweenM andM. More specifically,
Mk,k+1[i] =
{
arg maxjM[i, j] if
∑nk+1
j=1 M[i, j] = 1
−1 if ∑nk+1j=1 M[i, j] = 0
and
M[i, j] =
{
1 ifMk,k+1[i] = j
0 otherwise
.
In a 2D case, where no objects disappearing or appearing from the middle, the matching
vectorsM = (M12, . . . ,Mf−1,f ) uniquely determine the trajectories of all cells.
Remark 2. In some cell tracking tasks, there might be cell division andmerging. And in 3D problems,
objects can enter into or leave the visible region in the middle due to vision depth or occlusion.
3.2 Space ofMk,k+1
Consider the space of Mk,k+1, let [nk] = {1, 2, . . . , nk} be the index of objects at frame k,
and suppose there are d disappeared objects, then a typical matching vector can be
Md,ik,k+1 =
e1, e2, . . . , enk−d︸ ︷︷ ︸
choose from [nk+1]
,−1, . . . ,−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
d
 , e1 < e2 < · · · < enk−d, i = 1, . . . ,( nk+1nk − d
)
,
where max(0, nk − nk+1) ≤ d ≤ nk and i indexes the choice of picking nk − d elements from
[nk+1]. Any permutation ofMd,ik,k+1 would be another matching vector, denoted as p¯i(M
d,i
k,k+1).
All possible permutations constitute the whole space of the matching vector,
Dk = ∪d ∪i P¯(Md,ik,k+1) = ∪d ∪i P¯(p¯i(Md,ik,k+1)) . (4)
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and
P¯(Md,ik,k+1) ∩ P¯(Md
′,j
k,k+1) = ∅ ∀i 6= j or d 6= d′ ,
where P¯(Md,ik,k+1) consists of all possible permutations (including the identity permutation)
ofMd,ik,k+1, and p¯i is one particular permutation.
Moreover, p¯i can be further decomposed as
p¯i(Md,ik,k+1) = pi(τj(M
d,i
k,k+1)) ,
where τj, j = 1, 2, . . . ,
(
nk
d
)
determines the positions of disappeared element -1 and pi per-
mutes the remaining non-disappeared elements. Thus,
Dk = ∪d ∪i P¯(p¯i(Md,ik,k+1)) = ∪d ∪i ∪jP(τj(Md,ik,k+1)) ,
where P(Mk,k+1) is the set constituted by all partial permutations (including the identity
permutation) of matching vector Mk,k+1, where partial means to only permute the non-
disappeared elements.
3.3 Likelihood Function
We formulate the optimal matching vectors M = (M12, . . . ,Mf−1,f ) as the point in the
space D1 × · · · ×Df−1 which maximizes the likelihood of the state vector Z = (Z1, . . . , Zf ),
M? = arg max
M∈D1×···×Df−1
P (Z1, . . . , Zf |M) (5)
= arg max
M∈D1×···×Df−1
P (Z1)
f∏
k=2
P (Zk | Zk−1,M) (6)
= arg max
M∈D1×···×Df−1
f∏
k=2
P (Zk | Zk−1,M) , (7)
where f is the total number of frames, and P (Zk | Zk−1,M) can be simplified for some
particular choice of the state vector.
Proposition 1. For the state vector Zk satisfying
P (Zk | Zk−1,M) = P (Zk | Zk−1,Mk−1,k) , (8)
solving the global matchingM is equivalent to solving the pairwise matchingMf−1,f separately.
Even we have excluded all shape features accounting for the appearance, the compo-
nents of each object state vector Zki, i = 1, . . . , nk can still be various, ranging from the
position, velocity, and acceleration, to angular velocity and angular acceleration (Meĳering,
Dzyubachyk, & Smal, 2012), and any other reasonable quantities that can capture the mo-
tion. Notice that only the position is entirely determined by the current frame, while all other
measures should be calculated based on past frames in addition to the current frame. For
example, the velocity is computed as the displacement from the previous frame to the current
frame, divided by the time interval. In other words, only if the state vector is constructed by
the position, it will satisfy the condition of Proposition 1 and make the solution much easier.
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Remark 3. The Kalman filter method might view the velocity as an unknown instant velocity, and
put it into the state variable s of (1). Nevertheless, as mentioned before, we will not separate the state
from the observation by imposing some noise, and hence we directly calculate the velocity, or more
precisely, average velocity instead of instantaneous velocity.
According to different choices of the state vector, we would consider the following differ-
ent models:
• Position Model: the state vector is constructed by the position, i.e., Zki = (xki, yki) for
the i-th cell at the frame k.
• Velocity Model: extend the state vector of position model with the velocity, i.e., Zki =
(xki, yki, x˙ki, y˙ki).
3.4 Position Model (Bipartite Model)
Choose the position as the state vector, that is, the i-th object in the frame k would be
Zki = (xki, yki), where xki, yki are the xy coordinate respectively. Suppose the i-th object Zki
in the frame k becomes the j-th objectXk+1,j in the frame k+ 1, where i, j are the local index
in each individual frame, then j = Mk,k+1[i] by the definition of matching vector. The motion
can be modeled as [
xk+1,j
yk+1,j
]
=
[
xki
yki
]
+
[
x
y
]
, (9)
where  = [x, y]′ can be viewed as the step length along the x-axis and y-axis respectively. It
is common to assume that the positions between two frames change smoothly, then we can
suppose  = [x˙, y˙]′ ∼ N(0,Λ), and hence[
xk+1,j
yk+1,j
]
=
[
xki
yki
]
+N(0,Λ) (10)
Note that model (10) satisfies the condition of Proposition 1, which implies that solving
thematching vectors among all frames reduces to solving thematching vector between every
two consecutive frames, so we also call it as a bipartite model.
Proposition 2. With Λ = λ2I , the bipartite model (10) is equivalent to the distance method in
Padfield et al. (2011) up to the cost for disappeared cells.
Zhang et al. (2008) discussed the matching problem in a different way. In their for-
mulation, Tk = {xk1 , xk2 , . . . , xklk} is a single trajectory hypothesis, where xi is a detection
response, then maximizing the likelihood by traversing the number of trajectories,
T ∗ = arg max
T ;|T |=1,2,...
∏
Tk∈T
Pentr(xk0)Plink(xk1 | xk0) . . . Plink(xklk | xklk−1)Pexit(xklk ) . (11)
It can be shown that the above formulation is equivalent to our formulation,
Proposition 3. Zhang et al. (2008)’s Global Association method is equivalent to (7) for position
model if there is no false positive in the detection.
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3.5 Velocity Model (Tripartite Model)
Choose the position and velocity as the state vector, i.e., the i-th object in the frame k can
be represented as Zki = (xki, yki, x˙ki, y˙ki). Consider two matched objects Zki and Zk+1,j with
j = Mk,k+1[i] in the two consecutive frames k, k+ 1. By simple relationship between velocity
and displacement, we have
xk+1,j
yk+1,j
x˙k+1,j
y˙k+1,j
 =

1 0 ∆t 0
0 1 0 ∆t
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1


xki
yki
x˙ki
y˙ki
+

∆t 0
0 ∆t
1 0
0 1
[i,x˙i,y˙
]
≡ FZki +Gi (12)
where i,x˙, i,y˙ are the residual velocity along the x-axis and y-axis respectively, and multi-
plying ∆t yields the residual position. Let me illustrate (12) with several special motions.
• If the object follows the uniformmotion, whose velocity is a constant, then the residual
velocity would be zero.
• If the object follows the uniform acceleration, whose acceleration is a constant, then the
residual velocity would be [ax∆t, ay∆t]′, where ax, ay are the acceleration. Further, if
the time interval is fixed, then the residual velocity also stays as a constant.
In addition to forcing the position to change smoothly, we can also make the velocity change
smoothly, and hence assume i ∼ N(0,Σ), then
Zk+1,Mk,k+1[i] | Zki ∼ N(FZki, GΣiG′) , . (13)
Note that rank(GΣkG′) ≤ rank(G) = 2, which implies that N(0, GΣkG′) is not absolutely
continuous and has no probability density function, and hence we cannot put the position
and velocity in a state simultaneously. To avoid this problem, we consider two simplified
models, which turn out to be equivalent.
3.5.1 Sub-Position Model
Multiplying (13) by
Hp =
[
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
]
(14)
yields
HpZk+1,j | Zki ∼ N(HpFZki, HpGΣkG′H ′p) , (15)
Specifically, we have [
xk+1,j
yk+1,j
]
=
[
xki + x˙ki∆t
yki + y˙ki∆t
]
+N
(
0,∆t2Σk
)
. (16)
Pay attention to the difference between the model (10) and (16), the sub-position would
involve one more frame comparing to the naive position model.
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3.5.2 Sub-Velocity Model
Multiplying (13) by
Hv =
[
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
]
(17)
yields
HvZk+1,j | Zki ∼ N(HvFZki, HvGΣkG′H ′v) . (18)
Specifically, we have [
x˙k+1,j
y˙k+1,j
]
=
[
x˙ki
y˙ki
]
+N(0,Σk) . (19)
Note that (16) and (19) actually are equivalent, since x˙k+1,j∆t = xk+1,j−xki and y˙k+1,j∆t =
yk+1,j − yki, and so we call these two models as velocity model.
Since
P (Zk+1 | Zk,M) = P (xk+1 | xk,xk−1,Mk,k+1,Mk−1,k) , (20)
which involve three frames and cannot reduce to the condition of Proposition 1, we also call
it as tripartite model, whose computation complexity is much larger than bipartite model.
Note that under the tripartite model, to match frame k and frame k+ 1, we need the k− 1
frame’s information, and we allow objects to disappear/appear at an arbitrary frame, so the
formulation of (20) would depend on the status of objects on three consecutive frames, such
as exist at first two frames and then disappear, or appear at the second frame and stay in the
visible region. The detailed calculations for different object status refer to Appendix.
4 Method
4.1 Dynamic Programming
Rewrite the likelihood function (7) for tripartite model as
f∑
k=2
P (Zk | Zk−1,M) = P (x2 | x1,M12) +
f∑
k=3
P (xk | xk−1,xk−2,Mk−1,k,Mk−2,k−1) (21)
, h1(M12) +
f−1∑
k=2
hk(Mk−1,k,Mk,k+1) , (22)
The dynamic programming can be used to maximized (22) as follows:
1. Define
m1(x) = h1(x) ∀x ∈ D1
and
m2(x) = max
M12∈D1
m1(M12) + h2(M12, x) ∀x ∈ D2
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2. Recursively compute the function
mk(x) = max
Mk−1,k∈Dk−1
{mk−1(Mk−1,k) + hk(Mk−1,k, x)} ∀x ∈ Dk (23)
for k = 3, 4, . . . , f − 1.
3. The optimal value is attained by
max
Mf−1,f∈Df−1
mf−1(Mf−1,f ) .
Then trace backward to find out whichM gives rise to the global maximum.
1. Let Mˆf−1,f be the maximizer ofmf−1(x), i.e.,
Mˆf−1,f = arg max
Mf−1,f∈Df−1
mf−1(Mf−1,f ) .
2. For k = f − 2, . . . , 2, let
Mˆk,k+1 = arg max
Mk,k+1∈Dk
{mk(Mk,k+1) + hk+1(Mk,k+1, Mˆk+1,k+2)}
3. For the first term,
Mˆ12 = arg max
M12
{h1(M12) + h2(M12, Mˆ23)} .
4.2 Reduction of search space
Recall the definition (4) of the search spaceDk forMk,k+1, whose size can be calculated as
|Dk| =
∑
d
(
nk
d
)(
nk+1
nk − d
)
(nk − d)! =
∑
d
(
nk
d
)
nk+1!
(nk+1 − nk + d)! ,
in which firstly we determine the location of disappeared cells (i.e., element−1) from all (nk
d
)
possibilities and the candidates of non-disappeared cells from all
(
nk+1
nk−d
)
possible choices,
and then perform a permutation on the non-disappeared cells. It follows that the whole
complexity would be
O
(
f−1∑
k=1
|Dk|2
)
.
Proposition 4. The size of the space Dk is Ω(min(nk, nk+1)!), and hence the complexity of (23) is
Ω(min(nk−1, nk)! ·min(nk, nk+1)!). Further assuming nk ∼ N , then the complexity is simplified to
Ω((N !)2).
To reduce the computational complexity without sacrificingmuch performance, consider
the search space consists of the variants of bipartite matching vector, i.e., some proper
permutations of the matching vectors. The bipartite matching vector can be chosen as
the one obtained by the distance method, or any other matching vectors derived from the
bipartite model. The intuition is that we can correct the mismatches caused by the crossed
paths in the bipartite model, as discussed in Proposition 5.
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Proposition 5. Suppose two paths A1A2 and B1B2 crosses, where the subscripts denoted the time
frame. Let `1, `2 be the vertical bisector of A1B1 and A2B2 respectively. For the bipartite model (10)
equipped with any cost function ϕ whose value only depends on the distance such that ϕ(x,x′) =
ϕ(‖x− x′‖), where x,x′ denotes the coordinates of two cells,
• it would mismatch if `1 separates A2 and B2, i.e., one on the left of `, and another on the right,
as shown in Figure 5a;
• it would mismatch if `1 cannot separate A2 and B2, but `2 can separate A1 and B1, as shown in
Figure 5b;
• it depends on the cost function if neither `1 nor `2 separate two cells, as shown in Figure 5c.
Furthermore, if the cost function is taken as the square of distance, ϕ(x,x′) = ‖x − x′‖22, then the
model would always fail.
A1 B1
A2B2
`1
(a)
A1 B1
A2
B2
`1`2
(b)
A1 B1
A2
B2
`1
`2
(c)
Figure 5: Diagram of cross-path.
Take a toy example for illustration, suppose the bipartite model returns the mismatches
(A1 → B2, B1 → A2) for cell A and B, where the subscripts denote the frame index, i.e., the
predicted matching vector is Mˆ12 = [2, 1], while the truth isM12 = [1, 2]. If we exchange any
two elements in Mˆ12 in addition to Mˆ12 itself, then we construct a search space {[2, 1], [1, 2]},
which contains the truth and it might be identified by the tripartite model (19). Note that the
whole search space is {[2, 1], [1, 2], [1], [2], []}, which is much larger than the reduced space,
but we still can get correct matching results without enumerating all possible cases from the
whole search space.
Formally, the min-cost flow matching vector can give us some hints to construct the
reduced space. First of all, it provides us an estimate of the number of disappeared cells, d?,
so the range of d can be restricted to
N(d?) = [max(0, nk − nk+1), nk] ∩ [d? − δ, d? + δ] ,
where δ is a tunning parameter that controls the size of reduced search space. Secondly,
exchanging some elements of the matching vector can recover the truth as illustrated in the
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above toy example. Given the number of disappeared cells d, one can get a fixed-dmin-cost
flow matching Mˆdk,k+1 by the algorithm discussed in Appendix, which implies that
Mˆdk,k+1 = pi
?(τj?(M
d,i?
k,k+1)) ,
where i? indicates the particular choice of subvector from [nk+1], and j? determines the
locations of disappeared cells, i.e., the -1 elements, while pi? represents the particular per-
mutation on the non-disappeared cells. Moreover, we only exchange one pair, P1, including
the identity permutation. Now it is ready to define the reduced space as
D˜k =
⋃
d∈N(d?)
⋃
i=i?
⋃
j=j?
P1(pi?(τj(Md,ik,k+1))) =
⋃
d∈N(d?)
P1(Mˆdk,k+1) .
Proposition 6. The size of the reduced space D˜k isO((δ+ 1/2)n2k), and hence the complexity of (23)
is O((δ + 1/2)2n2k−1n2k). Further assuming nk ∼ N , the the complexity becomes O((δ + 1/2)2N4).
As for the computation complexity of solving the bipartite model by the min-cost flow
algorithm, there are many variants of implementations, each of which has different com-
putation complexity. A common one as analyzed in Padfield et al. (2011) is O(n3k log nk).
It is no surprise that the complexity of our proposed DP with reduced space would be
higher, but seems comparable for moderate N . However, the memory allocations in dy-
namic programming cannot be negligible like in min-cost flow algorithm because we need
to store all maximum functions mk(x), and the cost (or score) evaluations hk are much ex-
pensive than the bipartite models that only based on the distance. Fortunately, we can
optimize the memory allocations and cost evaluations by Proposition 7. Specifically, if we
have calculated hk−1(Mk−1,k, Mˆdk,k+1), then we can quickly obtain hk−1(Mk−1,k,Mk,k+1) for all
Mk,k+1 ∈ P1(Mˆdk,k+1). Regardless, the computational cost would be higher than the bipartite
model, but we have observed that it rewards much better performance.
Proposition 7. The difference between hk−1(Mk−1,k, Mˆdk,k+1) and hk−1(Mk−1,k,Mk,k+1),Mk,k+1 ∈
P1(Mˆdk,k+1) only involves the cost of the exchanged pair.
4.3 Estimation of Σk
In practice, the true Σk is unknown, and we need to estimate it. Since we have performed
the bipartite model first, then the sample covariance of the velocity difference calculated
from the estimated paths would be a natural estimator, as illustrated in Figure 6b, where Σˆ
denotes the sample covariance based on all N paths and path i might be one of the paths
shown in Figure 6a.
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(b) Estimate Σk.
Figure 6: Schematic diagram for estimating Σk.
Without particular reason showing the movement along x-axis and y-axis are correlated
and heterogeneous, we will prefer to take Σk = σ2kI , and then the velocity difference along
x-axis and y-axis can be pooled to get an overall estimate of σk. Furthermore, if the variations
of velocity among all frames are assumed to be the same, we can obtain the pooling estimate
σˆ, not restricted to some particular frame k. The following Proposition 8 tells us the pooled
estimate σˆ over all frames can be chosen arbitrarily if we take the tuning parameter δ = 0.
On the other hand, if we take different σk for different frame pairs, σk (or more accurately,
1
σ2k
) can be interpreted as the weights of the velocity differences in log hk(Mk,k+1 |Mk−1,k, σk),
refer to more details in Appendix. It imposes smaller weight for larger σk and higher weight
for smaller σk, which is reasonable and helpful for matching since higher σk tends to imply
that more uncertainty of the matching.
Proposition 8. For any Σ(1)k = σ
(1)
k I,Σ
(2)
k = σ
(2)
k I,∀k = 1, . . . , f − 1,
arg max
M12∈P1(Mˆd12)
h1(M12 | σ(1)1 ) = arg max
M12∈P1(Mˆd12)
h1(M12 | σ(2)1 ) ,
and
arg max
Mk,k+1∈P1(Mˆdk,k+1)
hk(Mk,k+1 |Mk−1,k, σ(1)k ) = arg max
Mk,k+1∈P1(Mˆdk,k+1)
hk(Mk,k+1 |Mk−1,k, σ(2)k ) .
But it is NOT necessary to hold
arg max
Mk,k+1∈D˜k
hk(Mk,k+1 |Mk−1,k, σ(1)k ) = arg max
Mk,k+1∈D˜k
hk(Mk,k+1 |Mk−1,k, σ(2)k ) .
Furthermore, suppose that σ(1)k = σ(1), σ
(2)
k = σ
(2),∀k, the whole path matching would be exactly the
same.
Since each object’s movement is assumed to be independent, and their velocity difference
follows the same distribution N(0,Σk), then the sample covariance of the velocity difference
would be a consistent estimator given the oracle paths. However, in practice, the estimated
sample covariance is based on the predicted paths obtained by the bipartite model, which
would have some mismatches, such as the arrow lines connecting different color circles in
Figure 6a, where the (hidden) horizontal lines linking the same color circles are the true
paths. Although the bipartite model can conduct the matching pairwisely as shown in
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Proposition 1, i.e., the mismatches between every two frames are independent, the path
error is accumulated. For example, all paths in the first two frames in Figure 6a are correct,
but only one path is correct in the first three frames, and finally, none path is correct in
all four frames. Consequently, the error of the estimation Σˆk would be accumulated, and it
would becomemore andmore overestimated alongwith the time frame since themismatches
usually cause the velocity difference more disperse.
On the other hand, our main interest is the matching performance instead of the consis-
tency estimator of Σk. It would be acceptable if the effect of Σˆk is minimal or even negligible,
as discussed in Proposition 8. The following simulations will investigate the actual impact
of Σˆk on the matching performance.
5 Simulations
It will take much effort to compare the performance of different methods on the real
cell video since we do not have any labeled trajectories. The extensive simulations in this
section provide a platform for the comparison of our proposed method with another two
popular association method as mentioned in Section 1.1, Padfield et al. (2011)’s distance-
based bipartite graph matching and Zhang et al. (2008)’s graph-based global association.
5.1 Setting
Suppose we have a closed region, such as the solid rectangle in Figure 7, where cells can
move inside freely except that it cannot move out or into this closed region. If a cell hits the
boundary, such as cell A in Figure 7, then it will be reflected along the solid arrowed line.
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Figure 7: Schematic diagram of the simulated cell video. The solid rectangle with sizeW×H
represents the closed region, while the w × h dashed rectangle is the visible region. The
circle A is a cell that hits the boundary and would be reflected back, while cell B can freely
move into the visible region.
To simulate a cell video, we need to choose a sub-region as the visible region of the
camera firstly, and then we can begin photographing by focusing on such a visible region.
For simplicity, suppose the visible region locates precisely in the center, i.e., the dashed
rectangle inside the big solid one. Let W,H be the width and height for the solid rectangle
respectively, while w, h are the width and height for the dashed one, then the scaling factors
are defined asW/w andH/h. In contrast to the reflection on the closed region boundary, cells
can enter into or leave the visible region from the dashed border. Hence, the simulations
allow cells to disappear or appear.
Note that the total number of cells in the closed region is constant if there is no cell
merging and splitting, while the number of cells in the visible region would always be
changing since cells can enter into (appear) or leave out (disappear) from the visible region.
It can be expected that the ratio between the numbers of cells in the visible region and the
whole closed region is rough wh
WH
if the cells distribute uniformly. Then as an initialization,
generate WH
wh
N0 cells uniformly in the closed rectangle such that the expected number of cells
in the visible region is N0. In the following experiments, we fix W/w = H/h = 5 and take
w = 680, h = 512 to keep the same dimension as the ones of the image from the real cell
video, and also fix the number of frames f = 50.
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Suppose the movements of each cell are independent, then we only need to focus on a
single object’s motion. It is natural to fix the time interval between two frames, say ∆t. Then
the generative model is [
xk+1
yk+1
]
=
[
xk
yk
]
+
[
vxk + εx
vyk + εy
]
∆t (24)
where ε = [εx, εy]′ ∼ N(0, σ2I), and for k = 2, 3, . . .
vxk =
xk − xk−1
∆t
vyk =
yk − yk−1
∆t
while vx1 = vy1 = 0, i.e., suppose the cells in the first frame are still.
5.2 Metrics
To assess the performance of the matching results, we consider the following metrics:
• Pair accuracy: compare the accuracy between two consecutive frames.
• Whole Path accuracy: recover the path based on the matching vectors, then calculate
the accuracy by comparing the predicted paths with the true paths.
• Cumulative Path accuracy: a vector stacked by the whole path accuracy for the sub-
video constituted by the first k frames, where k = 2, . . . , f .
The above accuracy can be precision (the proportion of correct predicted paths among the
total amount of predicted paths) or recall (the percentage of correct predicted paths over the
total amount of true paths), or even the (weighted) harmonic mean of precision and recall,
Fβ =
1 + β2
precision−1 + β2recall−1
,
which is called Fβ score, and usually take β = 1.
If a predicted matching vector between two frames is precisely the same with the true
matching vector, both the precision and the recall are 100%, then we say the pair identity is 1;
otherwise, the pair identity equals 0. Similarly, we can define the path identity, which only
takes 1 when all paths are the same as the underlying truth. These binary quantities can also
measure the matching performance, although more strict than the accuracy. Specifically, the
accuracy measured by the (average) binary identity cannot distinguish wrong paths with
different amount of mistakes. In general, we might not expect the path identity to be 1, but
it is more likely for the pair identity to be 1, which is related to the following truth coverage.
The truth coverage aims to measure the efficiency of the reduced search space covering
the true matching vector. Let C(t) be the coverage status for matching frame t and t + 1.
If C(t) = 1, the true matching vector is included in the search space; otherwise, the search
space excludes the truth. Now suppose we have independently conducted N experiments
under the same setting, define the average coverage rate as
C¯(t) =
1
N
N∑
i=1
Ci(t) ,
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where Ci(t) is the coverage status for experiment i at frame t. The distance method, whose
search space can be interpreted as the one-element space, only consists of its matching
vector, then truth coverage status is exactly the pair identity. Since the search space of
the reduced method always contains the matching vector obtained by the corresponding
distance method, then the coverage rate is must not worse than the distance method. On the
other hand, the coverage rate only means that there are some possibilities that the method
would recover the truth, but it cannot guarantee that the methodmust obtain true matching.
In other words, the coverage status Cdist(t) of the distance method is a lower bound for the
pair identity PIδ(t) of the reduced space method with parameter δ, while the truth coverage
status Cδ(t) of the reduced space method gives an upper bound, i.e.,
Cdist(t) ≤ PIδ(t) ≤ Cδ(t) . (25)
Hence the average truth coverage rate can be served as a measurement of the (potential)
matching performance in terms of the pair identity, or say, an optimistic estimate for the pair
identity.
5.3 Results
We conduct 100 independent experiments under each different setting that the expected
number of cells N0 goes from 15 to 50 with step 5, and the standard deviation σ goes from 1
to 4.
Figure 8 summarizes the performance under the setting N0 = 50, σ = 1. Specifically,
the left panel shows the coverage rate for different reduced space methods and the distance
method, which always has a worse coverage rate than the proposed reduced methods,
supporting the argument that the distance method serves as a lower bound (25). It is also
reasonable to see that greater δwould have a higher coverage rate due to larger search spaces.
Compared to the distancemethod, all reduced spacemethods can improve the coverage rate.
In particular, the smallest nonzero δ = 1 substantially elevates the coverage rate at each frame,
as shown by the largest margin between the curve δ = 1 and the curve δ = 0, which also
brings non-neglected improvement. Largest δ = 3 can even do better, where the coverage
rate at the last frame can be raised from 0.2 to nearly 0.9, although δ = 1 has elevated it to
0.6. All these significant improvements show the reduced space strategy’s efficiency since
the much smaller search space taken from the original huge space can cover most and even
nearly 100% truth.
In addition to showing the efficiency of reduced space strategy, the coverage rate can also
be viewed as the optimistic estimate, i.e., an upper bound, of the (pair identity) accuracy, but
there is no clear relationship between the coverage rate and the accuracy. Would the method
with a higher coverage rate also have a higher accuracy? The cumulative path accuracyF1(σˆk)
in the middle panel of Figure 8 gives an answer, which shows that the distance method also
serves as a lower bound in terms of the path accuracy and larger δ indeed gets higher
cumulative accuracy, not just increases the upper bound of pair identity. Note that here σˆk
means that we estimate the velocity variance without assuming that they are homogeneous
among all frames, although the data generation scheme shares a common σ. Moreover, we
also compare the performance with the global association method proposed in Zhang et al.
(2008), whose implementation is adapted fromhttps://github.com/ukiyoyo/py-mcftracker.
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With fewer frames, the accuracy is as good as the reduced methods δ = 2, 3, but it decreases
sharply, and finally, even gets worse than δ = 0. The error bars indicate 1.96 standard
deviations based on 100 multiple experiments, and these deviations tend to increase along
with the frame, which means that some experiments might have much better accuracy than
the mean accuracy curve, while some other experiments might have quite worse results than
the mean curve.
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Figure 8: Performance of different methods, represented by different colored marker shapes
shown in the bottom right legend, on 100 experiments under the simulation setting, N0 =
50, σ = 1. The left panel shows the average coverage rate of different proposed methods
with the distance method in Padfield, Rittscher, and Roysam (2011), and the middle panel
compares their cumulative accuracy in addition to the global association method in Zhang,
Li, and Nevatia (2008), where the error bars indicate 1.96 standard deviations. The upper
right panel compares the cumulative accuracy F1(σˆk) based on the estimated σˆk with the
cumulative accuracy F1(σ) based on the oracle σ by calculating their ratio. And the bottom
right panel checks the consistency of the estimation of σ, where the estimation σˆ0k given
the oracle matching vectors is consistent, as shown in the dotted curve, but the solid curve
indicates that the practical estimation σˆk would tend to increase along with the time frame.
To quantify the effect the parameter σ on the matching performance, we calculate the
ratio of the accuracy based on the estimated σˆk and the oracle σ, F1(σˆk)/F1(σ), for different
reduced space methods, as shown in the top-right of Figure 8. Besides, the ratio σˆk/σ is
presented in the bottom-right panel, as well as the ratio σˆ0k/σ, where σˆ0k is the estimation
given the oracle matching vectors. The ratio σˆ0k/σ fluctuates slightly around 1, which implies
that the natural estimator proposed in Figure 6b is reasonable, but σˆk tends to increase along
with the time frame, which has been explained in Section 4.3. The ratio of F1 scores shows
that the matching under the estimated σˆk is not necessarily worse than the matching under
the oracle σ. However, the bias from F1(σ), i.e., away from the line y = 1, tends to increase,
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although with some turbulence. Similar trends can be found in other simulation settings, as
shown in Figure 9 and Figure 10. However, if we pay attention to the ticks on the y-axis, the
maximum drift range is only around (-0.006, +0.003), which implies that the effect of σˆk on
the matching performance is quite minimal, if not negligible.
With increasing σ, the motions of objects would be faster and more variable, where the
velocity might sometimes be rather fast and sometimes rather slow, and even suddenly be in
the opposite direction, although smaller σ also allows direction changes but with a narrower
range. So it would be more challenging to get good matching results, just as the worse
coverage rate and cumulative accuracy shown in Figure 9 for the setting N0 = 50, σ = 4.
The coverage rate for all methods decreases sharply, and the distance method even drops to
zero, which means that no experiment among 100 experiments obtains the oracle pairwise
matching vector. The cumulative accuracy also decreases quickly, and the whole path
accuracy of the distance method is only around 0.1, much less than 0.4 in Figure 8. The
reduced space methods also exhibit much worse performance, although they are still better
than the distance method, and larger δ again performs better. Zhang et al. (2008)’s global
associationmethod seemsmore sensitive to the variablemotions, which can get better results
when σ = 1 than the distance method, and even outperform our proposed δ = 1 in the first
half part frames, but it always stays as the worst method when σ = 4 in all frames. The
maximum drift for the ratio of F1 scores is around 0.08, which means that the effect of σˆk is
moderate, although it is larger than the maximum drift when σ = 1, and smaller δ tends to
be less inconsistent.
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Figure 9: Similar to Figure 8 except for different simulation settingN0 = 50, σ = 4, the perfor-
mance of differentmethods on 100 experiments are summarized by the average coverage rate
(left panel), the cumulative accuracy (middle panel), and the ratio of cumulative accuracy
(upper right panel), as well as the ratio of estimation σˆk (bottom right panel).
The performance would be much better if the expected number of cells decreased to
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N0 = 15, as shown in Figure 10. The worst coverage rate is around 0.6, much better than
the setting N0 = 50, and the best coverage rate even always stays at 1.0, which means that
we could obtain the entirely correct matching results. The cumulative accuracy curves for
all nonzero δ are the top three and followed by Zhang et al. (2008)’s global association
method, and the next δ = 0 again beats the distance method. The close gap between the
top three methods also conveys the message that taking δ = 1 already has a significant
improvement, and there might not be necessary to get a further improvement with some
additional computational cost. Besides, the estimation of σˆk seems much more consistent
than other settings, and the maximum drift of the F1 score is also quite minimal.
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Figure 10: Summarize the performance of different methods on 100 experiments under the
simulation setting N0 = 15, σ = 1 from the same four aspects used in Figure 8 and Figure
9, which are the average coverage rate (left panel), the cumulative accuracy (middle panel),
the ratio of cumulative accuracy (upper right panel), and the ratio of estimation σˆk (bottom
right panel).
Slightly abusing the notation, let F1(δ) be the whole path accuracy for the reduced
method with parameter δ, and F1(distance) denotes the accuracy for the distance method.
From Figure 8, 9, 10, a larger δ always brings the most substantial accuracy improvement
F1(δ)− F1(distance) over the distance method, but it does not mean that the largest δ would
be the best choice in practice since there is a tradeoff between the computational cost and
accuracy, and sometimes the performance is good enough without necessity to increase δ,
such as the close top three cumulative accuracy curves in Figure 10. Consider the relative
amount of improvements for the reduced methods F1(δ) − F1(δ − 1) in these three figures.
The gap between the accuracy curves δ = 0 and δ = 1 is always the largest comparing with
every two neighboring curves. Moreover, it has been checked that all conducted simulations
show the same phenomenon, that the amount of accuracy improvement between δ = 0 and
δ = 1 is the most substantial. So δ = 1 might be the choice when we select the parameter δ
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according to the amount of accuracy improvement F1(δ)−F1(δ− 1) instead of F1(δ)−F1(0).
Then we take δ = 1 to compare the performance under all simulation settings.
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Figure 11: The performance of the reduced space method with δ = 1 under all simulation
settings, where N0 starts from 15 to 50 with step 5, and σ varies from 1 to 4. The small
rectangles in these two heatmaps represent the whole path accuracy F1(δ = 1) and the ratio
of relative accuracy improvement F1(2)−F1(1)
F1(1)−F1(0) , respectively. The brighter color represents a
higher value, as illustrated in the colorbar on the right-hand side.
Figure 11a shows the whole path accuracy for different N0 and σ, where brighter color
represents higher accuracy,which implies that higherN0 andhigherσ tend toworsematching
performance. Theworst accuracywould only be around 0.2, corresponding 9, so the choice of
δ = 1 seems not enough, although it is sufficient in 10 since the accuracy is already improved
to be around 0.85 and litter improvement if we continue to increase δ. Although δ = 1
gives the largest relative amount of improvement, larger δ might still provide substantial
improvement, if not the same significant as δ = 1. Thus, we would prefer to increase δ if
the higher δ = 1 can bring a large relative amount of improvement, which is measured by
the ratio F1(2)−F1(1)
F1(1)−F1(0) of the relative amount of improvement for δ = 1, 2. Figure 11b displays
such ratio by the nearly opposite heatmap of Figure 11a, and it suggests that the simulation
with larger N0 and larger σ should increase δ to get better performance since the higher
ratio implies that there is still substantial improvement can be obtained. On the other hand,
although we use Figure 11 to guide the selection of parameter δ, these two heatmaps also
reveal the difference between different simulation settings and the trends along N0 and σ.
The corresponding average runtimes of the experiments with σ = 1 are summarized
in Figure 12. The average runtimes increase along the expected number of cells N0 for all
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methods except the distance method, which nearly takes constant time. Zhang et al. (2008)’s
method takes roughly same time as the δ = 1 method when N0 ≤ 35, but for larger N0,
δ = 1 would need more time. It is not surprise that larger δ requires more time to finish the
tracking task.
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Figure 12: Average runtime, calculated from 100 experiments, of different methods for each
expected number of cells N0. The unit of left y-axis is the hour, while the right y-axis shows
the corresponding seconds, and the ticks indicate the runtime for N0 = 50 in seconds. The
middle inset is obtained by zooming into the bottom gray rectangle.
Based on the computational time, we try to validate the complexity analyzed in Proposi-
tion 6, which claims that the complexity is O((δ + 1/2)2N4), where N roughly equals to N0.
We estimate the complexity by the observed runtime, and let
rij =
runtime of reduced method with δ = i
runtime of reduced method with δ = j .
while the theoretical ratio can be approximated by
r?ij =
(
i+ 1/2
j + 1/2
)2
.
Since higher memory requirement usually slows down the speed, it would be more proper
to compare the complexity given the same memory allocation. In our experiments, the
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memory allocation is dominated by the size of search space, and larger δ would require
larger memory. There is little (although not no) difference between thememory requirement
by two consecutive δ, so we will consider the ratio between two consecutive δ instead of the
ratio like r30 to alleviate the side effect of memory allocations. Table 1 presents the observed
ratio rδ,δ−1 with the approximated theoretical ratio r?δ,δ−1 for different σ. We can see that the
observed ratio is quite close to the theoretical ratio, and there is an increasing pattern along
σ, which might be explained by more disappearing cells in the simulation with a larger σ
and hence less accurate in the bound of complexity (see the proof of Proposition 6).
σ r10(9.000) r21(2.778) r32(1.960)
1 7.348 2.216 1.528
2 8.603 2.453 1.543
3 9.004 2.615 1.651
4 9.220 2.646 1.711
Table 1: Compare the observed ratio rδ,δ−1 of runtimewith the approximated ratio (in bracket)
of computational complexity for different σ.
To check how we can do better with the proposed methods, we pick one experiment
under the setting N0 = 50, σ = 1 as an example. Figure 13 compares the paths obtained by
the distance method (left panel) and the reduced space method with δ = 1 (right panel).
Each red curve represents a path, and the blue ellipses mark the differences obtained by
these two methods. All the true paths in the ellipses regions agree with those obtained by
the proposed method and exhibit a cross-path pattern, in which the distance method would
always fail, as discussed in Proposition 5.
Figure 13: In a simulation under setting N0 = 50, σ = 1, all paths obtained by the distance
method (left panel) and the reduced space method with δ = 1 (right panel).
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6 Conclusion
Wehave presented a tripartitematching framework formultiple object tracking. Contrary
to many tracking methods developed for particular objects by appearance modeling, we aim
to forgo the appearance and instead model the pure movement for some appearance-free
tracking tasks. We formulate the tripartite matching as maximizing the likelihood of the
state vectors constituted by the position and velocity and employ the dynamic programming
to solve the maximum likelihood estimate. The matching vector constructs the search space
for dynamic programming, which could be huge when the number of objects is large. To
overcome the computational cost induced by the big search space, we decomposed the space
of matching vectors by the number of disappearing cells and proposed the reduced-space
approach through truncating the decomposition.
Here are some limitations in our proposed method. We truncate the search space only
to allow one pair to exchange, which might be not enough, and that might be one reason for
the worse performance in the larger σ situations. For the estimation of Σk, it tends to become
more and more inconsistent, although it has limited impact on the matching performance, it
would be better if some less inconsistent (or even consistent) estimator can be proposed.
In future work, we plan to remove the assumption that no objects disappears (appears)
from the middle, which is reasonable in 2D, but many movements of objects would be in
3D. Moreover, it is desirable to integrate our pure motion model with a dynamic appearance
model to track the morphological changes of cells.
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